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We build a class of codes using hermitian forms and the functional trace code. Then
we give a general expression of the rth minimum distance of our code and compute
general bounds for the weight hierarchy by using exponential sums. We also get the
minimum distance and calculate the rth generalized Hamming weight d
r
in some
special cases. ( 2001 Academic Press
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Let p be a prime number, q"pf one of its powers, and F
q
the "nite "eld
with q elements. We suppose that q"t2 and we denote by s any integer such
that the following tower of "elds holds
F
p
LF
s
LF
t
LF
t
2 .
We denote by TrF
t @Fs
the usual trace map of the extension F
t
on F
s
de"ned for
any x3F
t
by TrF
t @Fs
(x)"x#xs#xs2#2#xt@s. We call t the standard
additive character of F
t
given by
t (x)"expA
i2n
p
TrF
t @Fp
(x)B .
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356 CHERDIEU, MERCIER, AND NARAYANINSAMYThe aim of this paper is to obtain a description of the weight hierarchy of
a class of trace codes based on quadratic hermitian forms.
Sections 2 and 3 review some standard facts on hermitian forms and the
functional trace code. We refer the reader to Cherdieu [2] for results on
exponential sums and hermitian varieties and to Lachaud [4] for the func-
tional trace code and the way exponential sums and Wei weights are related.
Section 4 introduces the code C( f, s) and shows how the use of exponential
sums can give an expression of the coweight of any subspace in C( f, s) (see
Propositions 5 and 6). The code C( f, s) is a special case of a functional trace
code as de"ned in [4]. It is a linear code de"ned by forms on algebraic
varieties, and we see how hermitian results can be used to "nd its parameters.
Moreover, the use of the trace is a general idea that leads to better code
parameters. Our main result states that, for any nonnegative integer r, the rth
minimum distance of C( f, s) is
d
r
"MinC
s r!1
sr‘1
t2N#A(!1)N#(!1)N‘1
N
U
sr B tND ,
where N
U
is the number of roots of a polynomial in F
t
[x
1
,2,xr] and where
the minimum is taken over a class of subspaces ; (see Theorem 1). This
enables us to compute the minimal distance d
1
and to get explicit bounds for
the weight hierarchy. Moreover, we show that in some cases d
r
is given by one
of the bounds of Theorem 1.
2. HERMITIAN FORMS AND EXPONENTIAL SUMS
Let us write F
t
2"F
t
(a) where a3F
t
2 . If H :FN
t
2]FN
t
2PF
t
2 is a sesquilinear
hermitian form related to the involution xC xt and if the map n :F2N
t
PFN
t
2
represents the F
t
-linear isomorphism given by
n (x
1
,2,x2N )"(x1#ax2 ,2,x2N~1#ax2N)
then the quadratic hermitian form associated to H is the map f :F2N
t
PF
t
de"ned by f (x)"H(nx, nx). The bilinear form related to f is
B : F2N
t
]F2N
t
P F
t
(x, y) C f (x#y)!f (x)!f (y),
the kernel of B is the set
<0(B)"Mx3F2N
t
/"y3F2N
t
B (x, y)"0N,
GENERALIZED WEIGHTS OF TRACE CODES 357and the orthogonal supplement of <0(B), for the usual scalar product of the
vector space F2N
t
, is <1(B)"Mx3F2N
t
/"y3<0(B) x .y"0N. With these con-
ventions we have:
PROPOSITION 1. (1) „here exists an endomorphism „ of F2N
t
such that
B(x, y)"„(x) . y for all (x, y) in F2N
t
]F2N
t
,
(2) Moreover, the endomorphism „ satis,es
Ker „"<0(B), Im „"<1(B), and Ker „Lf~1(0).
Let v3F2N
t
. The exponential sum associated to f and v is [2, Sect. III]
S( f, v)" +
x|F2Nt
t ( f (x)#v.x).
One of the main properties of exponential sums is given in the following
proposition:
PROPOSITION 2 [2]. ‚et v"„(u) with u3F2N
t
. If 2o is the rank of f and
if a3FH
s
then S (af, v)"(!1)ot2N~ot (a~1( f (u)!v.u)) and
+
a|FHs
S(af, v)"(!1)ot2N~oA(s, v),
where
A (s, v)"G
s!1 if TrF
t @Fs
( f (u)!v.u)"!TrF
t @Fs
( f (u))"0,
!1 else.
We will also need the following result:
PROPOSITION 3. If a is an element of F
s
, o an integer such that o4N, and
f a quadratic hermitian form of rank 2o on F2N
t
, then the number M of solutions
of the equation TrF
t @Fs
( f (x))"a in F2N
t
is
M"G
1
s
(t2N!(!1)ot2N~o) if aO0,
1
s
(t2N#(!1)o(s!1)t2N~o) if a"0.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we only consider the case of f given in
standard form. Let us denote by F )
s
the set of additive characters on F
s
. From
358 CHERDIEU, MERCIER, AND NARAYANINSAMY[6, Theorem 5.5, p. 189] we have
sM" +
t|F )s
+
x|F2Nt
t (TrF
t @Fs
( f (x))!a).
We assume that f (x)"H(y, y)"yt‘1
1
#2#yt‘1o where y"n (x)3FNt2 .
Then
sM"t2N# +
tO1
t (a) +
y|FNt2
t (TrF
t @Fs
(yt‘1
1
#2#yt‘1o )).
We have
At" +
y|FNt2
t(TrF
t @Fs
(yt‘1
1
))2t (TrFt @Fs (yt‘1o ))
"t2(N~o) A +
y|Ft2
t (TrF
t @Fs
(yt‘1))B
o"t2(N~o)Bot ,
where
Bt" +
y|Ft2
t (TrF
t @Fs
(yt‘1)).
It is a well-known result that the norm N : FH
t
2PFH
t
is surjective and multipli-
cative. The number of points in Ker N is dFH
t
2/dFH
t
"t#1; hence for each
z in FH
t
we get dN~1(z)"t#1. This enables us to write
Bt"1#(t#1) +
z|F*t
t (TrF
t @Fs
(z))"!t.
Hence
sM"t2N#(!1)ot2N~o +
tO1
t (a)"t2N#(!1)ot2N~oA!1# +t|F )s t
M (a)B
and using the orthogonal relation we obtain the desired result. j
3. THE FUNCTIONAL TRACE CODE
If C is a linear code of length n and dimension k, and D is a subcode of C,
then the set
s (D)"Mi3N
n
/&(x
1
,2,xn )3D with xiO0N
GENERALIZED WEIGHTS OF TRACE CODES 359is called the support of D and the integer w(D)"ds(D) is the (Wei) weight of
D (cf. [3] or [7]). The coweight of D is cw(D)"n!w(D). The integer
d
r
de"ned by
d
r
"d
r
(C)"minMw(D)/D is a subcode of C and dim D"rN
is called the rth generalized Hamming weight of C (or rth minimum distance of
C). Note that d
1
"dist(C) is the well-known Hamming distance of the code
C. The weight hierarchy of C consists in the increasing sequence
14d
1
(d
2
(2(dk4n.
Now let M(X, F
t
) be the linear space of maps from X to F
t
, where
X"MP
1
,2,PjXN is a subset of F2Nt .
DEFINITION 1 [4]. Let ‚ be a F
t
-linear subspace of M (X, F
t
) and Trc be
the map
Trc: ‚PFjX
s
l C Trc(l )"(TrF
t @Fs
(l(P
1
)),2, TrFt @Fs (l(PjX))).
The functional trace code TrC(X,‚) over F
s
is the set
TrC(X,‚)"MTrc(l )/l3‚N"Im Trc.
As KerTrc"Ml3‚/&g3M(X, F
t
) l"gs!gN, the map Trc is not injective
if sOt. Nevertheless the length of TrC(X,‚) is dX and its dimension over
F
s
is
dimF
s
TrC(X,‚)"(log
s
t) dimF
t
‚!dimF
s
Ker Trc.
Our goal in this paper is to compute the weight hierarchy of the functional
trace code TrC(X,‚) when
X"Mx"(x
1
,2,x2N)3F2Nt /TrFt @Fs ( f (x))"0N
with f (x)"H (y, y)"yt‘1
1
#2#yt‘1
N
and y"nx and also when ‚ is the
space of all restrictions on X of linear forms from F2N
t
to F
t
. We shall use the
following result:
PROPOSITION 4 [4, Proposition 7.2, p. 19]. ‚et ;L‚ be a subspace of
dimension r with basis l
1
, l
2
,2, lr and ="Fsl1=Fs l2=2=Fs lr represents
the vector space over F
s
generated by l
1
, l
2
,2, lr . „he =ei coweight of the
360 CHERDIEU, MERCIER, AND NARAYANINSAMYsubspace Trc(;)LTrC(X, ‚) satis,es
cw(Trc(;))"1
sr
+
l|W
+
x|X
t (l(x)).
4. THE CODE C( f, s)
DEFINITION 2. Let f : F2N
t
PF
t
be a quadratic hermitian form of rank 2N
on F2N
t
, s be an integer such that F
s
LF
t
, and
X"Mx"(x
1
,2, x2N )3F2Nt /TrFt @Fs ( f (x))"0N.
Let ‚ be the space of all restrictions on X of linear forms from F2N
t
to F
t
. The
code C( f, s) related to f :F2N
t
PF
t
and s is the functional trace code TrC(X,‚).
With this de"ntion, a codeword in C( f, s) will be a dX-tuple like
(TrF
t @Fs
(l (x)))
x|X
where l3‚.
We shall simply write C"C( f, s) for convenience. The length dX of C is
given by Proposition 3,
dX"t
N
s
(tN#(!1)N(s!1)),
and the dimension of C is
dimF
s
C"(log
s
t) dimF
t
‚!dim Ker Trc.
The next two propositions give expressions of the coweight of any subcode
of C.
PROPOSITION 5. ‚et ;L‚ be a subspace of dimension r on F
t
with basis
l
1
, l
2
,2, lr and ="Fs l1=Fs l2=2=Fs lr . One has
cw(Trc(;))" 1
sr‘1 At2N#(!1)NtN +
l|W
A(s, v
l
)B ,
where v
l
is such that l(x)"v
l
.x for each l3= and where
A (s, v
l
)"G
s!1 if TrF
t @Fs
( f (u
l
)!v
l
.u
l
)"!TrF
t @Fs
( f (u
l
))"0,
!1 else,
with u
l
3F2N
t
such that „(u
l
)"v
l
.
GENERALIZED WEIGHTS OF TRACE CODES 361Proof. Let t be a nontrivial additive character on F
t
, l3= and
Q" +
a|Fs
+
x|F2Nt
t(af (x)#l (x))"+
x|F2Nt
t (l(x))#+
a|F*s
+
x|F2Nt
t (af (x)#l(x)),
where f (x)"i"+N
i/1
yt‘1
i
is a quadratic hermitian form of rank 2N on F2N
t
,
with y"(y
1
,2, yN )"nx and x"(x1 ,2,x2N). Let vl3F2Nt be such that
l(x)"v
l
.x. As the map „ associated to f is surjective there is a vector
u
l
3F2N
t
such that „(u
l
)"v
l
and Proposition 2 gives
+
a|F*s
+
x|F2Nt
t(a ( f (x))#l (x))"(!1)NtNA(s, v
l
).
It is easy to see that +
x|F2Nt
t (l(x))"d
0l
t2N where d
0l
"1 if l"0 and d
0l
"0
otherwise. Thus Q"d
0l
t2N#(!1)NtNA(s, v
l
). On the other hand, we can also
write
Q" +
x|F2Nt
t (l(x)) +
a|Fs
t (af (x))"s +
x|X
t (l(x))
according to the de"nition of X and the identity
+
a|Fs
t (af (x))"G
s if TrF
t @Fs
( f (x))"0,
0 else.
Thus
+
x|X
t (v
l
.x)"1
s
(d
0l
t2N#(!1)NtNA(s,l
l
))
and the announced result follows immediatly from Proposition 4. j
We now give a way to compute the coweight cw(Trc(;)) by looking for the
number of roots of a polynomial.
PROPOSITION 6. ‚et (l
1
, l
2
,2, lr ) be a basis of a subspace ; of ‚. For
14i4r let us write
l
i
(x)"v
li
.x"c
1,i
x
1
#2#c
2N,i
x
2N
with c
1,i
,2, c2N,i3Ft .
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U
represents the number of roots of the polynomial
h(j
1
,2, jr )"„rFt @Fs C
1
(a!at )2
N
+
i/1
A
r
+
j/1
(c
2i,j
!ac
2i~1,j
) j
jB
]A
r
+
j/1
(c
2i,j
!atc
2i~1,j
) j
jBD
in F r
s
, then the coweight of Trc(;) is
cw(Trc (;))" tN
sr‘1
(tN#(!1)NsN
U
#(!1)N‘1sr ).
Proof. We want to "nd a way of computing the sum +
l|W
A(s, v
l
) in
Proposition 5. For all x, y3F2N
t
, let f (x)"H(nx, nx)"H (y, y)"+N
i/1
yt‘1
i
.
Since „(x).y"B (x, y)"TrF
t2 @Ft
(H(nx, ny)), it follows that
„(x).y"TrF
t2 @Ft A
N
+
i/1
(x
2i~1
#ax
2i
)t (y
2i~1
#ay
2i
)B .
Thus the linear map „ is given by
„(x).y" N+
i/1
[(2x
2i~1
#(a#at) x
2i
)y
2i~1
#((a#at)x
2i~1
#2at‘1x
2i
)y
2i
]
so that the vector u
l
3F2N
t
satisfying „(u
l
)"v
l
is easily computed. Let us
write v
l
"(z
1
,2, z2N )3F2Nt and ul"(x1 ,2, x2N ). The solution (x1 ,2, x2N)
of the system
"i3M1,2,NN G
2x
2i~1
#(a#at)x
2i
"z
2i~1
(a#at)x
2i~1
#2at‘1x
2i
"z
2i
is given by
(x
2i~1
,x
2i
)"A
!2at‘1z
2i~1
#(a#at)z
2i
(a!at)2 ,
(a#at)z
2i~1
!2z
2i
(a!at)2 B .
We now compute f (u
l
) as a function of v
l
:
f (u
l
)" N+
i/1
(x
2i~1
#ax
2i
)t‘1" N+
i/1
A
az
2i~1
!z
2i
a!at B
t‘1
f (u
l
)" !1
(a!at)2
N
+
i/1
(z
2i
!az
2i~1
)(z
2i
!atz
2i~1
). (1)
GENERALIZED WEIGHTS OF TRACE CODES 363With the notations of Proposition 5, we have
A(s, v
l
)"G
s!1 if TrF
t @Fs
( f (u
l
))"0,
!1 else,
with u
l
3F2N
t
such that „(u
l
)"v
l
. Our goal is to compute the number of l in
= satisfying TrF
t @Fs
( f (u
l
))"0. Let l"v
l
.x"j
1
l
1
#2#j
r
l
r
where j
i
3F
s
.
Let (c
1,i
,2, c2N,i) be the coordinates of each linear form li in the dual
canonical basis; i.e.,
l
i
(x)"v
li
.x"c
1,i
x
1
#2#c
2N,i
x
2N
.
We have l(x)"j
1
l
1
(x)#2#j
r
l
r
(x)"z
1
x
1
#2#z
2N
x
2N
, so
A
z
1
F
z
2N
B"M A
j
1
F
j
r
B , (2)
where the matrix M"(c
i,j
)
14i42N@14j4r
is of rank r. The equality (2) gives
us the coordinates of v
l
. Thus A(s, v
l
)"s!1 if and only if TrF
t @Fs
( f (u
l
))"0,
and by (1) and (2), this is equivalent to h(j
1
,2, jr)"0 where
h(j
1
,2, jr )"TrFt @Fs C
1
(a!at)2
N
+
i/1
A
r
+
j/1
(c
2i,j
!ac
2i~1,j
) j
jB
]A
r
+
j/1
(c
2i,j
!atc
2i~1,j
) j
jBD .
As N
U
is the number of roots of h in F r
s
, we deduce
+
l|W
A(s, v
l
)" +
(j1 ,2,jr )|Frs
h(j1,2,jr)/0
A(s, v
l
)# +
(j1 ,2,jr )|F rs
h(j1,2,jr)O0
A(s, v
l
)"(s!1)N
U
!(sr!N
U
).
Using Proposition 5 we get the required result. j
Remark. We also have
h(j
1
,2, jr)"!TrFt @Fs C
N
+
i/1
A
+r
j/1
(ac
2i~1,j
!c
2i,j
) j
j
a!at B
t‘1
D .
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THEOREM 1. ‚et C"C( f, s) be the functional trace code related to the
quadratic hermitian form f and the integer s. „he rth minimum distance of the
code C is
d
r
"MinC
sr!1
sr‘1
t2N#A(!1)N#(!1)N‘1
N
U
sr B tND ,
where N
U
is de,ned in Proposition 6 and where the minimum is taken over all
subspaces ; of ‚ with dimension r and such that ;WKerTrc"M0N.
Proof. We have d
r
"Minw(D)"dX!Maxcw(D), where the min-
imum (and maximum) is taken over all subspaces D of dimension r in C. Thus
d
r
"dX!MaxMcw(Trc(;))/;L‚, dim;"r et ;WKer Trc"M0NN.
As dX"tN/s(tN#(!1)N(s!1)) by Proposition 3 and
cw(Trc(;))" tN
sr‘1
(tN#(!1)NsN
U
#(!1)N‘1sr )
by Proposition 6, we get the desired result. j
As 14N
U
4sr we immediately deduce some bounds for d
r
:
COROLLARY 2. =e have
sr!1
sr‘1
t2N4d
r
4s
r!1
sr‘1
t2N#s
r!1
sr
tN if N is even
and
sr!1
sr‘1
t2N#1!sr
sr
tN4d
r
4sr!1
sr‘1
t2N if N is odd.
We are now able to compute the minimum distance d
1
of C( f, s) and verify
that it is given by one of the bounds appearing in Corollary 2.
THEOREM 3. „he minimum distance of C( f, s) is
d
1
"G
s!1
s2
t2N if N is even,
s!1
s2
t2N#1!s
s
tN if N is odd and if sOt or NO1.
GENERALIZED WEIGHTS OF TRACE CODES 365Proof. Let ; be a subspace of ‚ of dimension 1 with basis l
1
given by
l
1
(x)"v
l1
.x"c
1,1
x
1
#2#c
2N,1
x
2N
. (3)
Here h (j
1
)"m (c)j2
1
where c"(c
1,1
,2, c2N,1 ) and
m (c)"!TrF
t @Fs C
N
+
i/1
A
(ac
2i~1,1
!c
2i,1
)
a!at B
t‘1
D .
Theorem 1 then gives
d
1
"MinC
s!1
s2
t2N#A(!1)N#(!1)N‘1
N
U
s B tND . (4)
Now we construct spaces; such that;WKer Trc"M0N and that N
U
"1 or
s according to the parity of N.
(1) Suppose N even. The equation m (c)"0 always has a solution. In fact
we can write m(c)"!TrF
t @Fs
(g(c)) where g (c)"+N
i/1
((ac
2i~1,1
!c
2i,1
)/
a!at )t‘1 is the value at c of a hermitian form de"ned on F2N
t
and with rank
2N. By Proposition 3 we "nd that g (c) have M"t2N#(!1)N(t!1) roots in
F2N
t
, and we deduce that the equation m(c)"0 always has a solution. If we
take this solution in (3), we get h(j
1
)"0 for all j
1
so N
U
"s.
We must now check that the one dimensional subspace ;"Vect(l
1
)
satis"es ;WKer Trc"M0N. Indeed, dim (Trc(;))"0 or 1, and dim (Trc(;))
"0 is equivalent to cw(Trc(;))"dX; that is
tN
sr‘1
(tN#(!1)NsN
U
#(!1)N‘1sr)"tN
s
(tN#(!1)N(s!1)).
As N
U
"s and r"1, this equality is equivalent to s"1, and it never occurs.
If N is even, the equality (4) implies d
1
"((s!1)/s2)t2N.
(2) If N is odd, we take c"(0, at!a, 0,2, 0) to get m(c)"!1. Then
h(j
1
)"0 if and only if j
1
"0, and N
U
"1. To conclude using equality (4) we
must show that ;WKer Trc"M0N. As above we see that dim (Trc (;))"0 is
impossible when sOt or N because it is equivalent to cw(Trc (;))"dX,
that is to tN"(!1)N‘1s.
The next theorem establishes the value of d
2
in some special situations.
From now on, we shall suppose that a generates the multiplicative group FH
t
2 .
THEOREM 4. Suppose that N is even and N’2, that pO2, and that p does
not divide log
s
(t). If there exist three nonnegative integers u, v, w such that
2uw"(t!1)v with 1(w(N/2, and if t!1 does not divide 2u, then
d
2
"((s2!1)/s3)t2N is one of the bounds given in Corollary 2.
366 CHERDIEU, MERCIER, AND NARAYANINSAMYProof. Let l
1
and l
2
be two linear forms on F2N
t
given by l
j
(x)"+2N
i/1
c
i,j
x
i
with
(c
1,1
,2, c2N,1 )"(1, 1, au(t‘1), au(t‘1),2, au(w~1)(t‘1), au(w~1)(t‘1), 0,2, 0)
(c
1,2
,2, c2N,2)
"(0,2, 0, 1, 1, au(t‘1), au(t‘1),2, au(w~1)(t‘1),au(w~1)(t‘1), 0,2, 0).
The "rst nonzero coordinate in the second vector is at the (N#1)th rank. We
have
c
2i,1
"c
2i~1,1
"au(i~1)(t‘1) and c
2i,2
"c
2i~1,2
"0
if 14i4w,
c
2i,1
"c
2i~1,1
"0 and c
2i,2
"c
2i~1,2
"au(i~N@2~1)(t‘1)
if N
2
#14i4N
2
#w.
Let ;"Vect(l
1
, l
2
) be the subspace of ‚ generated by l
1
, l
2
. The associated
polynomial h(j
1
, j
2
) is
h (j
1
, j
2
)"TrF
t @Fs C
1
(a!at)2
N@2
+
i/1
(c
2i,1
!ac
2i~1,1
) (c
2i,1
!atc
2i~1,1
) j2
1
# N+
i/N@2‘1
(c
2i,2
!ac
2i~1,2
)(c
2i,2
!atc
2i~1,2
) j2
2D
"TrF
t @Fs C
(1!a)(1!at)
(a!at)2 Aj21
w
+
i/1
a2u(i~1)(t‘1)
#j2
2
N@2‘w
+
i/N@2‘1
a2u(i~N@2~1)(t‘1)BD .
By assumption, t!1 does not divide 2u thus a2u(t‘1) and
h (j
1
, j
2
)"TrF
t @Fs C
(1!a)(1!at)
(a!at)2 (j21#j22 )
1!a2uw(t‘1)
1!a2u(t‘1) D"0.
Consequently h (j
1
, j
2
)"0 for all (j
1
, j
2
), and N
U
"s2. From Theorem 1 we
shall conclude that d
2
"((s2!1)/s3)t2N if we check that ;WKer Trc"M0N.
Each linear form l in ; can be written l"j
1
l
1
#j
2
l
2
and we must
show that (j
1
, j
2
)O(0, 0) implies Trc(l)O0. We must "nd a vector
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1
,2,x2N) in X such that TrFt @Fs (l(x))O0. Elements of X are obtained
by solving the following equation
TrF
t @Fs
( f (x))"TrF
t @Fs A
N
+
i/1
(x
2i~1
#ax
2i
)t‘1B"0.
As pO2 we know the existence of at least one nontrivial solution (a, b, c)3F3
s
for the quadratic equation a2#b2#c2"0. Suppose aO0 and let us de"ne
x
i
"0 for all subscripts i except x
1
"a, x
N~1
"b, and x
2N~1
"c. Then
TrF
t @Fs
( f (x))"TrF
t @Fs
(at‘1#bt‘1#ct‘1)"(a2#b2#c2) log
s
(t)"0,
proving that x belongs to X. If we suppose j
1
O0 then
TrF
t @Fs
(l (x))"TrF
t @Fs
(j
1
l
1
(x)#j
2
l
2
(x))"j
1
a TrF
t @Fs
(1)"j
1
a log
s
(t)O0.
In the same manner we can see that TrF
t @Fs
(l (x))O0 as soon as j
2
O0 for
a suitable choice of x3X (take x
N~1
"b, x
N‘1
"a and x
2N~1
"c). This
completes the proof. j
The same method can be used to get the generalized minimum distance d
r
:
THEOREM 5. Suppose that N is even and N’2, that pO2, that p does not
divide log
s
(t), and that there exist nonnegative integers u
i
, v
i
, and w
i
(14i4r)
such that
2u
i
w
i
"(t!1) v
i
,
w
1
#w
2
#2#w
r
#24N,
t!1 does not divide 2u
i
.
„hen d
r
"((sr!1/sr‘1)t2N is one of the bounds given in Corollary 2.
Proof. Consider the linear forms l
1
,2, lr de"ned on F2Nt by lj (x)"
v
lj
.x"+2N
i/1
c
i,j
x
i
with v
lj
"(c
1,j
,2, c2N,j) and
v
l1
"(1, 1, au1 (t‘1), au1 (t‘1),2, au1(w1~1)(t‘1), au1 (w1~1)(t‘1), 0,2, 0),
2
v
lj
"
A 0,2, 0 , 1, 1, auj (t‘1), auj (t‘1),2, auj (wj~1)(t‘1), auj (wj~1)(t‘1), 0,2, 0B ,hij hgggggggggigggggggggj
2w1‘2‘2wj~1 2wj
368 CHERDIEU, MERCIER, AND NARAYANINSAMYif 14j(r, and
v
lr
"
A 0,2, 0 , 1, 1, aur (t‘1), aur (t‘1),2, aur (wr~1)(t‘1), aur (wr~1)(t‘1), 0,2, 0B .hij
2w1‘2‘2wr~1‘2
If 14j(r then
c
2i,j
"c
2i~1,j
"
G
auj (i~w1~2~wj~1~1)(t‘1) if w
1
#2#w
j~1
#14i4w
1
#2#w
j
,
0 else,
and
c
2i,r
"c
2i~1,r
"
G
aur (i~w1~2~wr~1~3)(t‘1) if w
1
#2#w
r~1
#24i4w
1
#2#w
r
#2,
0 else.
The polynomial h associated to the subspace ;"Vect(l
1
,2, lr) is
h(j
1
,2, jr )"TrFt @Fs C
1
(a!at)2
w1
+
i/1
(c
2i,1
!ac
2i~1,1
) (c
2i,1
!atc
2i~1,1
) j2
1
# w
1‘w2
+
i/w1‘1
(c
2i,2
!ac
2i~1,2
) (c
2i,2
!atc
2i~1,2
) j2
2
#2
# w
1‘2‘wr~1
+
i/w1‘2‘wr~2‘1
(c
2i,r~1
!ac
2i~1,r~1
)(c
2i,r~1
!atc
2i~1,r~1
) j2
r~1
# w
1‘2‘wr‘2
+
i/w1‘2‘wr~1‘2
(c
2i,r
!ac
2i~1,r
) (c
2i,r
!atc
2i~1,r
) j2
r
].
We obtain
h(j
1
,2, jr )"TrFt @Fs C
(1!a) (1!at)
(a!at)2 H (j1 ,2,jr )D ,
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H (j
1
,2, jr)"
r~1
+
j/1
w1‘2‘wj
+
i/w1‘2‘wj~1‘1
c2
2i,j
j2
j
# w
1‘2‘wr‘2
+
i/w1‘2‘wr~1‘2
c2
2i,r
j2
r
"r~1+
j/1
w1‘2‘wj
+
i/w1‘2‘wj~1‘1
a2uj (i~w1~2~wj~1~1(t‘1)j2
j
# w
1‘2‘wr‘2
+
i/w1‘2‘wr~1‘2
a2ur (i~w1~2~wr~1~3)(t‘1) j2
r
.
For all j we have a2uj (t‘1) because t!1 does not divide 2u
j
; hence
H (j
1
,2, jr )"
r
+
j/1
1!a2ujwj (t‘1)
1!a2uj (t‘1) j
2
j
"0
and we can say that h(j
1
,,2, jr )"0 and NU"sr. The same argument as in
Theorem 4 shows that ;WKer Trc"M0N, and Theorem 1 gives us
d
r
"((sr!1)/sr‘1)t2N as claimed. j
6. AN EXAMPLE
Let N"2, s"3, and t"9. Then
F
s
"F
3
,
F
t
"F
9
"F
3
(b)"Ma#bb / a, b3F
3
N,
F
t
2"F81"F9 (a)"Ma#bb#ca#dab/a, b, c, d3F3N.
Let x2#1 be the minimal polynomial of b in F
3
[x]. We can check that the
polynomial
Pa (x)"x2#(1#b)x#(1#b)
is irreducible in F
9
[x]. Let us take Pa (x) as the minimal polynomial of a in
F
9
[x]. We have b2"!1 and a2"2#2b#2a#2ab. The rank of the
quadratic hermitian form f : F4
9
PF
9
is 4 and we can take
f (x)"H(nx, nx)"(x
1
#ax
2
, x
3
#ax
4
) A
1 0
0 1B A
(x
1
#ax
2
)9
(x
3
#ax
4
)9B
370 CHERDIEU, MERCIER, AND NARAYANINSAMYwith x"(x
1
, x
2
,x
3
,x
4
)3F4
9
. Then
f (x)"(x
1
#ax
2
)10#(x
3
#ax
4
)10
"(x
1
#a9x
2
) (x
1
#ax
2
)#(x
3
#a9x
4
)(x
3
#ax
4
)
"x2
1
#(a#a9)x
1
x
2
#a10x2
2
#x2
3
#(a#a9)x
3
x
4
#a10x2
4
.
It is now a simple matter to get
f (x)"x2
1
#(2#2b)x
1
x
2
#(1#b)x2
2
#x2
3
#(2#2b)x
3
x
4
#(1#b)x2
4
.
We must also compute TrF
9 @F3
( f (x)) to obtain the set
X"Mx"(x
1
, x
2
,x
3
, x
4
)3F4
9
/TrF
9 @F3
( f (x))"0N.
First we get
TrF
9 @F3
(x)"x#x3"2u with x"u#vb and u, v3F
3
.
Then it is easy to check that TrF
9 @F3
( f (x))"g(x
1
, x
2
)#g (x
3
, x
4
) where
g (x
1
,x
2
)"2u2
1
#v2
1
#2u2
2
#v2
2
#u
1
u
2
#2v
1
v
2
#2u
1
v
2
#2u
2
v
1
#2u
2
v
2
and where we put x
i
"u
i
#v
i
b with u
i
, v
i
3F
3
and i3N
4
. The use of
a computer allows us to get the length dX of C( f, 3). Here we obtain
dX"2241 according to Section 4. The codewords can next be obtained.
Recall that
Trc: ‚PFdX
3
l C Trc(l )"(TrF
9@F3
(l (P
1
)),2, TrF9@F3 (l (PdX ))).
We set
l : F4
9
PF
9
x C l(x)"v
l
.x"c
1
x
1
#c
2
x
2
#c
3
x
3
#c
4
x
4
,
where c
1
, c
2
, c
3
, c
4
3F
9
. Let c
i
"c
i,1
#c
i,2
b. For x"(x
1
, x
2
,x
3
,x
4
)3F4
9
,
TrF
9 @F3
(l (x))"TrF
9 @F3
(c
1
x
1
#c
2
x
2
#c
3
x
3
#c
4
x
4
)
" 4+ TrF
9@F3
(c
i
x
i
)" 4+ TrF
9 @F3
((c
i,1
#c
i,2
b)(u
i
#v
i
b))i/1 i/1
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i/1
TrF
9@F3
(u
i
c
i,1
!v
i
c
i,2
#(u
i
c
i,2
#v
i
c
i,1
)b).
Finally
TrF
9@F3
(l (x))" 4+
i/1
(2u
i
c
i,1
#v
i
c
i,2
)
and a program can give us explicitly all the codewords Trc(l )"
(TrF
9 @F3
(l (x)))
x|X
associated to l.
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